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What if…you had the power to choose life over death?Disaster can take many forms including
those created by nature and those by man. Will you be a survivor? You can take control and
choose life by taking the time now to assemble a Bug Out Bag (also known as a “BOB”) to help
you survive when disaster strikes.The key is to prepare now. When disaster arrives, it’s time to
“grab and go.” There may be no time to gather things from around your house. And, it will be
difficult or impossible to shop for items that those who failed to prepare are also desperately
trying to procure.This book was written to save you valuable time learning how to put together
your survival bag or BOB. Chapters are organized to make it quick and easy for you to find the
information you need:General Issues3 Bags To Help You SurviveShort-Term Bag
ContentsMedium-Term Bag ContentsLong-Term Bag ContentsSelecting A BagShort-Term Bag
ExamplesMedium-Term Bag ExamplesLong-Term Bag ExamplesOrganizing The Items In Your
BagHow To Pack Your BOBChoosing Items For Your Bag: ExplanationFirst Aid ItemsWater
ItemsFire ItemsFood ItemsShelter ItemsSleep ItemsHygiene ItemsClothesToolsSurvival
KnivesCordageNavigation ItemsCommunication ItemsPersonal Protection ItemsItems For Your
PetExtra Items If You Are Escaping By VehicleSome of the information covered in this book
includes:The concept that 3 BOBs are better than 1 and why you should consider setting up
bags to protect you for short-, medium-, and long-term emergenciesA list of recommended
items to include in each of your 3 bagsA detailed list of items organized by survival category (eg,
1st aid, water, fire, shelter, etc) along with the price and weight of each item, why you should
include them, and which of the 3 bags they are best suited for.Specific products are presented
with examples of economical and more premium alternatives to help people with different
budgets.Learn how item selection within specific survival categories differs depending upon the
anticipated duration of the disaster (eg, your knife choices will differ for your short- and long-term
BOBs).How to organize the survival items inside your BOB for easy access and recognitionHow
your BOB items will differ if you’re on foot versus escaping by automobileItems to include for
your petReference list for additional informationOnce you’ve gone through this book, you’ll be
able to create your own personalized list of items within each survival category to put into your 3
customized BOBs. You can use the detailed item descriptions to calculate an estimate of the
overall price and weight for each of your BOBs based upon your item selection. You can then
add or subtract items from your BOBs to optimize price and weight.Building a BOB is your
insurance similar to having car or medical insurance:You hope you never have to use itIt’s too
late to get it when an emergency happensAnd, you’ll be ever so happy you have it when you
need it!Life or death in the face of an emergency? The choice is yours. Empower yourself. Get
started now to help ensure your survival.



S. Sewell: "Indispensable and essential information that can be life-saving in a crisis."L. Jones:
"This guide is the ultimate knowledge base, a must-read for anyone with an interest in
survival."A. Elmore: "This book is a go-to guide for the prepared. This book has already become
my Bible."K. Finn: "A comprehensive guide for those keen to prepare for any impending disaster.
A truly ultimate guide that leaves nothing out."A. Syed: "Yao is able to impart real-world advise
amidst the massive amount of guidance provided."--This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorJoseph Yao, M.D. practices orthopedic surgery. He began his medical
practice in Orange County, California, and later moved to Arkansas where he remains today. Dr.
Yao's passion for creating things and bringing them from concept to reality lead to his inventing
proprietary nerve protection pads. These pads divert external pressure and vibration away from
the median and ulnar nerves of the hand to treat and prevent carpal tunnel syndrome and
Guyon's canal syndrome. He designed and marketed a line of gloves incorporating these
patented pads. His long interest in research and writing include writing 19 book chapters and
articles in peer-reviewed orthopedic surgery medical journals. He also wrote a regular medical
column for trucking magazines and several newspaper articles on orthopedic topics. Dr. Yao's
diligence about preparation, spurred partly by his nature and reinforced by his surgical training,
prompted his interest in emergency and disaster preparedness. He wrote the book, Bug Out
Bag Encyclopedia, to provide others with valuable, comprehensive information to help improve
their odds of surviving a disaster while shortening the learning curve. A section of the book is
devoted to preparedness for furry, four legged family members. Animals hold a special place in
Dr. Yao's heart. He is a long-time supporter of the National Wildlife Federation, The Humane
Society Of The United States, and the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(ASPCA). He particularly loves dogs and especially Shao Shoon, adopted from the Seal Beach
Animal Shelter. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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EncyclopediaL Jones:“When any form of disaster occurs either by nature or mankind,
preparation can make the difference between survival and failure. This is why the Bug Out Bag,
or BOB for short, can be your saving grace when you have to flee your home quickly. There are
three types of BOBs, which can last from days to months depending on the situation you are
facing. But what should you pack so you are prepared for every eventuality? Are there some
items that have many purposes? From food essentials, tools, and shelter to first aid advice and
everything in between, this guide is the ultimate knowledge base. Discover the items you need,
the best places to purchase them, and their cost, as well as invaluable survival techniques and
advice. Bug Out Bag Encyclopedia by Joseph Yao is not only perfect for anyone who wants to be
prepared for any eventuality but is also an essential read for those who travel and explore
remote places.”Bug Out Bag Encyclopedia by Joseph Yao is such a detailed and comprehensive
guide on survival. I was blown away by the amount of research it must have taken to compile this
encyclopedia. Everything is laid out so clearly and I loved the bullet points and diagrams. The
chapters are split into sections, making it so much easier to find the information you need. The
section on first aid was incredible, especially the vast amount of advice given on tourniquets. I
loved how the author always suggests items that have many purposes, such as iodine, alcohol
prep pads, and garbage bags for shelter. I thought the chapter on food items was so helpful; he
covered absolutely everything, from hunting, fishing, and edible plants as well as the normal
food items you can purchase. My favorite chapter was regarding the use of power banks in
conjunction with solar panels. I cannot stress how much guidance is included in this incredible
guide - must-read for anyone with an interest in survival.”A. Elmore:“Discover how to build, pack,



store, and use a bug out bag in the informational self-help book, Bug Out Bag Encyclopedia
(Emergency, Disaster & Survival Preparedness) by Joseph Yao. For many of us, the recent
pandemic was a wake-up call. Within a few weeks, the world experienced shortages in basic
necessities like toilet paper, food, and cleaners. Stability became a thing of the past as schools
and businesses closed, and people found themselves struggling to provide themselves and
family with the common comforts of a roof over their heads, water, and heat. Hospitals requested
that only the very sick and wounded seek their assistance. America, along with the rest of the
world, was in crisis with very few truly prepared. Now more than ever, it is vital to be ready for
unprecedented emergencies. A bug out bag may just save your or a loved one’s life. Building the
best bug out bag for your individual needs by factoring in your health, conditions, and weight will
help you stay safe and ready for anything. Learn how to select, pack, and balance your bag’s
load to prevent injury or fatigue. With links to the items for your bug out bag, and descriptions
explaining why they are important, this book is a go-to guide for the prepared. Are you ready for
a disaster or emergency? Can you confidently say you are ready to survive without common
comforts and basic necessities?”Bug Out Bag Encyclopedia (Emergency, Disaster & Survival
Preparedness) by Joseph Yao is complete with instructions, examples, statistics, and
suggestions that will help you choose the correct items for your bag for your unique location and
situation. With a chapter dedicated to the three different bug out bags that everyone should
have, to personal protection items, to a chapter concerning your pets, this book is inspirational
and necessary to have in your library. Beautifully organized, the author has even included a
chapter on first aid that would make the Red Cross blush. With a chapter dedicated to the
different items with which to stock your first-aid kit and how best to use them, this book has
already become my Bible. Prior to this book, I was unaware that there are three options for a bug
out bag, each bag with a specific purpose. There is a chapter dedicated to the individual bags,
explaining their purpose, how to build them, and when and how to use them. I appreciated that
Mr. Yao goes above and beyond to present as much information as possible without
overwhelming the reader. I was impressed that he even went as far as explaining to the reader
how best to lift their pack to prevent damage to the bag and injury to themselves. While I would
invest in this book just for the first-aid content, it is a must-have for anyone interested in
protecting themselves and their loved ones by being prepared.”S. Sewell:“Have the effects of the
pandemic gotten you thinking about being more prepared for unexpected disasters? Would you
like to ensure that you have a way to survive if the unthinkable happens? Bug Out Bag
Encyclopedia (Emergency, Disaster & Survival Preparedness) by Joseph Yao takes the stress
and hardship out of learning how to be prepared. It is the perfect guide to help any and everyone
to create a bug out bag specific for their personal needs. With natural disasters on the rise, it is
always good to be ready to go in a pinch. Filled with all the particulars and details you need to
build a bug out bag at your fingertips, you can use the information provided to create a little
survival insurance for you, your loved ones, and your pets. If nothing else, the year 2020 has
taught us that our life can change on a dime. Are you prepared to meet anything that comes your



way?”Bug Out Bag Encyclopedia (Emergency, Disaster & Survival Preparedness) by Joseph
Yao is an exceptional self-help book with indispensable and essential information that can be
lifesaving in a crisis. Cleverly organized and containing detailed lists that help even the novice
discern what bug out bag works best for them in a crisis situation, it is a beneficial tool in getting
prepared for any unexpected emergency. I most especially appreciated and was impressed with
the first aid section that concisely describes the product and clearly explains why and how each
product is used and where to purchase it. I highly recommend this book to everyone who wants
to provide a safeguard for their future.”A. Syed:“Bug Out Bag Encyclopedia: Emergency, Disaster
& Survival Preparedness by Joseph Yao is a comprehensive guide for those who are thinking of
putting together their first survival plan and supplies in preparation for a catastrophic event or
those who may need a refresher to update plans and supplies they already have. Yao takes a no-
nonsense approach with an authoritative narrative that has been earned through extensive
research and bag-building experience. Nothing is withheld and the details encompass
everything from the type of bag to targeted and specific guidance on what goes in it, to how
many are needed for different events and stretches of limited resource availability, and the
organization of all of this among many other things.”In the interest of full disclosure, I had no
concept of survival preparation, aka: 'prepping', until I married an American wife. Born and raised
in San Francisco under the constant threat of the next big earthquake, this woman knew how to
stock a trunk and a pantry. The reason why I share this is that after I read Joseph Yao's Bug Out
Bag Encyclopedia, she immediately removed it from my hands and started taking notes as she
read it. Notes! Two of the many things we did not know are that dryer lint can be used as kindling
and that a long-term bag should include seeds and anything to assist in the successful
cultivation of a farmer's garden. This isn't a book with a lot of fluff, which nobody expects in an
encyclopedia anyway, but Yao is still able to impart real-world, human advice amidst the massive
amount of guidance provided. Frankly, this is the only book you'll need to begin or to flesh out
your own series of bug out bags.”IntroductionWhat if…you had the power to choose life over
death?Disaster can take many forms including those created by nature and those by man. In
addition to preparing for hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, and the like, you need to also be
ready for civil unrest. Even former safe havens like gated, affluent, suburban neighborhoods
have been invaded by angry mobs. People are alarmed and buying firearms in record numbers,
including many first-time buyers. But firearms alone are not enough.Will you be a survivor? You
can take control and choose life by taking the time now to assemble a Bug Out Bag (also known
as a “BOB”) to help you survive when disaster strikes.The key is to prepare now. When disaster
strikes, it’s time to “grab and go.” There may be no time to gather things from around your house.
And it will be difficult or impossible to shop for items that others who failed to prepare are also
desperately trying to procure.This book was written to save you valuable time learning how to
put together your survival bag or BOB. You could research articles, books, and videos to search
out this information. Or you can make it easy on yourself by reading this entire book or simply
thumb through the sections of this book that address your particular needs. Chapters are



organized to make it quick and easy for you to find the information you need. Those of you who
already have a BOB can use this book to determine if there may be other items to consider
adding to your kit or to perhaps replace existing items.Some of the information covered in this
book includes:● The concept that three BOBs are better than one and why you should
consider setting up bags to help you survive short-, medium-, and long-term emergencies● A
list of recommended items to include in each of your three bags● A detailed list of items
organized by survival category (e.g., 1st aid, water, fire, shelter, food, communication, etc) along
with the size, price, and weight of each item. The items are coded to tell you which of the three
bags they are best suited for.● Specific products are presented as examples of economical
and more premium alternatives to help people with different budgets.● Learn how item
selection within specific survival categories differs depending upon the anticipated duration of
the disaster. For example, your choice of food items will be different for your short and long-term
BOBs.● How to organize the survival items inside your BOB for easy access and
recognition● How your BOB items will differ if you’re on foot versus escaping by automobile●
Items to include for your pet● Reference list for additional informationOnce you’ve gone
through this book, you’ll have accomplished:● Created your own personalized list of items
within each survival category to put into your three customized BOBs● You can use the
detailed item descriptions to calculate an estimate of the overall price and weight for each of
your BOBs based upon your item selection. You can then add or subtract items from your BOBs
to optimize price and weight.For those of you just getting started, do not feel overwhelmed. Start
by putting together your Everyday Carry (also known as “EDC”) kit. Then, begin building your
first BOB. The Medium-Term BOB is overkill to cover short-term emergencies and it lacks some
capabilities to manage long-term disasters. But the Medium-term BOB is a good place to start if
you are building your first bag. You’ll be limited in the amount you can carry whether you escape
by vehicle or on foot. So, carefully choose what items you put into your BOBs. You most likely will
not be able to add items once you begin your escape.When feasible, you’ll be better off staying
in place where you’ll have the benefit of your network of friends and family. And, you will have
access to shelter and supplies afforded by your home or office. Under dire circumstances, you
may be forced to flee fast. The information in this book will ensure that you have the critical items
necessary for you to survive whether you’re able to shelter in place or if you’re forced to escape
to another location.Building a BOB is your survival insurance. Like having car or medical
insurance:● You hope you never have to use it● It’s too late to get it when an emergency
happens● And, you’ll be ever so happy you have it when you need it!Life or death in the face
of an emergency? The choice is yours. Empower yourself. Get started now to help ensure your
survival.How to Navigate Through This BookHere are some tips on how to navigate through this
book in order to get the most out of it:1. First, read sections the following chapters for an
overview:a. General Issuesb. Three Bags to Help You Survive2. Second, you can learn
what to include in your three BOBs by reading the following chapters:a. Short-Term Bag
Contentsb. Medium-Term Bag Contentsc. Long-Term Bag Contentsd. If you already



have a BOB, then you can skip to the specific survival category chapters (e.g., First Aid Items,
Water Items, Fire Items, Food Items, etc) for ideas of other items to include in your bag3. Third,
you can read details about the items to include in these three BOBs:a. Each survival
category chapter includes a discussion about pertinent survival items along with product
examplesb. Examples of items include specific product names, price, size, weight, and
commentsc. A hyperlink is included for each item example taking you to a commercial web
page for the itemd. A comment is included for each item example as to which bag it is most
appropriate for (i.e., Short-, Medium-, or Long-Term BOB)4. Fourth, you can review the item
lists to select items to use to customize your bagsa. Jump to the survival category chapter
that interests you (e.g., first aid, water, food, etc)b. You can use the item prices and weights to
help configure your bag5. Fifth, you can refer to the Reference section if you wish to learn
moreWarningLots of items are described in this book. The intention of this book is to provide you
with ideas about the major survival categories to prepare for and to provide you with examples of
items for each category. Hopefully, it will give you ideas that you may not have already
considered.Keep in mind that everyone’s situation is unique and you must customize your BOB
to suit your needs. Do not interpret this book to mean that you need to get everything mentioned
herein. You need to select only those items that will help ensure your survival while keeping your
BOBs to a size that is manageable and light enough for you to carry.Note regarding lack of
photos or illustrations:I made the decision to not include photos or illustrations to limit the
number of pages for this book. I realize that it would be nice to have photos next to each of the
survival item examples, but there are so many items that including photos would require a huge
amount of extra space. I listed hyperlinks in the descriptions of the survival items mentioned in
this book, so you can view photos on those web pages.Disclaimer:Products, weights, and prices
presented herein are current at the time of this writing but are expected change with time.
Products mentioned in this book are meant to serve as examples for the reader. They are not
product endorsements. The author derives no benefit, financial or otherwise, from mentioning
any product in this book.There is no “one size fits all” solution and each person must customize
their BOB to suit their individual needs.The information contained herein reflect the author’s
opinion. It is not meant to provide medical or legal advice. The author cannot be held
responsible for any legal proceedings, injury, loss, damage, or other problems that the reader or
anyone else may experience or arise from using any of the information presented in this book.
Always abide by all laws and rules and do not violate private property restrictions.General Issues
Regarding BOBsThis chapter covers some general topics regarding BOBs.Why should I spend
the time and money to assemble a BOB?An emergency or disaster can remove from us many of
the protections and resources that we take for granted. Our survival may depend upon our
knowledge, skills, and the resources we have available.All of us could be confronted by an
emergency or disaster at any time. Different locales may be more prone to certain disasters such
as hurricanes, flooding, tornadoes, earthquakes, wildfires, volcanoes, or landslides. Any of these
situations could destroy our homes and offices leaving us with only hours or minutes to grab



what we can and escape. Even if there is time to go to the store, there will be chaos and stores
will soon be depleted of critical supplies and equipment as the multitudes of unprepared people
rush out in a panic to shop. It is crucial that you have essential items packed in a BOB ahead of
time and placed somewhere you can grab it at a moment’s notice.It is often stated that a person
may die if they go:● 3 minutes without oxygen● 3 hours exposed to environmental elements
in the absence of shelter● 3 days without water● 3 weeks without foodA person’s mental
and physical abilities will decline well before those limits are reached and the chance of death
increases as time passes particularly under the stress of a survival situation. By putting together
a BOB, you are making a conscious choice to stack the odds in your favor that you will live
instead of die.Should I buy a ready-made BOB?One question is whether you should buy a
ready-made BOB to save time and expense. Here are some things to consider:● What is the
quality of the items in the BOB? Often, these ready-made BOBs are put together with as many
items as possible at a moderate overall price, necessitating the inclusion of lower quality
items.● Even higher quality ready-made BOBs are assembled to fill the needs of the broadest
number of people, so they may not be suited to your situation and needs.● Are essential items
included to help me survive? Are certain important items missing?● How many extra items will
I need to buy to “complete” the pack and how much will that cost me?● Are items included that
I do not need?You should read about the individual items included in a ready-made pack to
judge their quality and usefulness to you. You can only assess the quality of some items once
you have them in your hands and give them a trial run. But do your best to get a feel for the
overall level of quality of the bag and its items. You might consider getting a pre-made bag if you
do not have the time or interest in researching and selecting items on your own to create a
personalized BOB. You can also consider getting a pre-made bag to use as a starting point and
then buy items you need that are missing. You can also buy items you like better to replace ones
that came in the pre-made bag. You are better off doing the work and assembling your own BOB
if you want it to be customized to your needs and contain the items you like. Creating BOBs is an
evolving process and many people will find that they will want to get something new or replace
something in their kit as they learn of new technology, techniques, and products to help them
survive and make their kit more functional.How much will I have to pay for my BOB?An important
issue is cost. How much will it cost for me to make a BOB? Cost varies widely depending upon a
person’s circumstances (e.g., what type of disasters are most common in their area, what
environment do they live in, etc) and what items they select for their BOB. This book will help you
to formulate an estimated cost to create your custom Short-, Medium-, and Long-term BOBs. As
you work through selecting items for your BOBs, you can total the costs listed in this book for
each so you’ll come up with an overall estimated cost. The chapter entitled, “Items for Your Bag:
Explanation,” will show you how to do this. In general, buy the best quality items that you can
afford while keeping an eye on value. With most items, there is a point of diminishing return
whereby cost beyond a certain point buys less incremental increases in quality.What do I put
into my BOB?Selecting what to put into your BOB requires some thought since each person’s



situation is unique. The chapter entitled, “Choosing Items for Your Bag: Explanation,” will help
you track items for your BOBs including their cost, size, and weight. Numerous chapters in this
book will aid you in choosing specific items to cover the major survival categories such as first
aid, water, food, and such. But here are some considerations to help you customize your bag so
it best helps you:● Consider your location. Are you in a big city, in the suburbs, or out in the
countryside? One item that will be discussed in the chapter on water is a sillcock key with
multiple heads. It can be used on water spigots located on the outside of industrial buildings and
businesses. These spigots often lack valve handles and require the use of a special wrench to
turn. Having a sillcock key could give you access to life-saving water in the city but would be
useless in the woods.● How long do you expect the emergency or disaster to last? Your BOB
will contain fewer items if you’re preparing for a disaster that occurs while you’re in the office and
you just need to get to your home that’s located close by. You’ll need to outfit your BOB with a
much more comprehensive inventory of items if you expect it to help you survive through a long-
term disaster. We’ll discuss this issue in detail in an upcoming chapter.● How many people are
you preparing to help survive? This book is focused on preparing BOBs for you alone. BOBs you
prepare when there are multiple people involved will look different since some items can be
shared (e.g., high volume water filter, fire-starting tools, etc) while other items may need to be
included that are unique to a particular individual (e.g., medical equipment, etc).● Your body
size and physical condition will influence how much you can carry on your person.● Address
the conflict between “More is good” and “Less is lighter.” There is merit to packing less since it
will make your BOB lighter and easier to carry. The trade-off is that you will generally be limiting
yourself to the bare essentials and lack some items that make surviving more convenient. You
can only take your best guess as to what type of disaster may befall you. Say that you live in a
big city and you prepare an urban BOB. But what if circumstances arise where you can’t hunker
down in the city and you must urgently escape to the countryside? Your lightweight urban BOB
will definitely be helpful, but it will lack some items that may help you survive in the countryside
or the woods. There may be little time to customize a BOB when disaster strikes. So, one
strategy is to pack a broader array of items in your BOB. You can grab that BOB and run with it
even though it is heavier. You can discard items from this BOB once you have a chance to get to
safety and better assess your needs.● Redundancy. Pack multiple items to help you manage
essential survival functions. For example, pack items that permit you different ways to start a fire
(e.g., wind and waterproof matches, lighter, ferro rod, etc).● There are extra considerations if
your preparations include the possibility of escaping in a vehicle when disaster hits. A vehicle
allows you to bring additional items. This will be covered in a subsequent chapter.● Don’t
forget about your pet(s). It’s important to plan ahead and prepare a BOB for them or include their
survival items in your BOB. See the chapter, “Items for Your Pet.”How much can I carry?Here are
some rules-of-thumb from a couple of sources regarding how much weight a person can carry
when hiking with a backpack:● From REI Co-op: “A loaded backpacking pack should not
weigh more than about 20% of your body weight. (If you weigh 150 pounds, your pack should



not exceed 30 pounds for backpacking.) A loaded day hiking pack should not weigh more than
about 10% of your body weight. (If you weigh 150 pounds, your pack should not exceed 15
pounds for hiking.)”[1]● From preparednessadvice.com: “… an individual in good health
should be able to carry about 20% of their body weight, a 40 lb. pack for a 200-pound person.
More experienced backpackers should be able to carry 25% of their body weight, a 50 lb. pack
for a 200-pound person. Very experienced and well-conditioned backpackers can carry 35% of
their body weight – a 70 lb. pack for a 200-pound person.”[2]Factors that can influence how
much I can carry:● My physical condition (e.g., stamina, medical conditions, back problems)●
My experience carrying a loaded backpack● The terrain on which I’ll be walking (e.g., flat
versus hilly, dry versus slippery, smooth versus rocky)● Weather (e.g., hot, cold, rain)● How
far will I have to walk?● How well my backpack fits me. How comfortable is it to wear when
fully loaded?How can I reduce the weight of my BOB?● Carefully assess all the items in your
BOB. Separate them into these groups: definitely need, maybe, and don’t need. Discard items
from the “don’t need” group.● Be aware of the weight of items you add to your BOB. When
faced with multiple options, choose the lighter alternative so long as its quality and function meet
your needs (e.g., a down feather coat versus one made of heavy cotton).● Consider swapping
out an item for a newer one that is lighter (e.g., a tent made of lighter materials).● Choose
items that can serve multiple functions. A prime example is a multi-tool that has a knife, saw,
multiple screwdrivers, file, awl, pliers, and scissors.● Avoid bringing canned foods that are
bulky and heavy. Instead, bring lightweight snacks and dehydrated or freeze-dried foods.●
Pack items that permit you to filter and purify water when going on long trips so you can carry
less water.● Discard as much product packaging as possible. Cut out and save important
product information or instructions that you need for reference. You can place those in a clear,
plastic, zip-lock bag and carry them in your BOB.● Select a smaller, lighter backpack.Should I
buy Mil-Spec items?Mil-Spec stands for Military Specification also known as Military Standard.
The specifications are set up by the Department of Defense to create standardization and
interoperability for products it procures. The military generally purchases products from the
contractor with the lowest bid. So, while Mil-Spec products are generally of high quality and
durability, they may not the best product.What about products labeled as Military Grade? This
term can be found on many products to convey toughness and durability. They may resemble
Mil-Spec products. However, Military Grade is a marketing term and has no actual meaning
since the products undergo no special testing and do not have to meet any particular
specifications.There are plenty of high quality commercially produced products made for the
general public. You can assemble a great BOB using these commercial products. But you need
to do your research to evaluate the quality and durability of these products before you purchase
them. Buying Mil-Spec products gives you the peace of mind knowing that they meet or exceed
standards set by the Department of Defense. Again, you need to do your research because you
may find better, lighter, and cheaper items in the commercial market. You really must make your
decision on an item-by-item basis.How do I lift and put on my fully loaded backpack without



hurting myself?The following advice is from REI Co-op.[3]“Avoid lifting a pack by a shoulder
strap because this can damage and prematurely wear out your shoulder harness. It also hard to
control your pack by grabbing a shoulder strap as you put it onto your back. Instead, you’ll be
able to smoothly hoist even a heavily laden pack from the ground to your back by using the
following technique:● Slightly loosen all of your straps to make the pack easier to slip on.●
Position your pack in an upright position on the ground.● Stand next to the back panel with
your legs well apart and knees bent.● Grab the haul loop (the webbing loop at the top of the
back panel on your pack).● Lift and slide the pack up to rest upon your thigh while holding the
haul loop for control.● Slip one arm and shoulder through a shoulder strap until the strap rests
on top of your shoulder.● Lean forward and swing the pack onto your back. Now slip the hand
that was holding the haul loop through the other shoulder strap.● Fasten all the buckles and
adjust straps to comfortably position the pack on you.”What are some additional points to
consider?● Put your BOB somewhere you can grab it fast, but where it is protected and
preferably out of sight● Practice wearing your pack. Check for comfort. You may need to
rearrange items to change the bag’s balance and center of gravity. Adjust straps to optimize
where the pack rides on your back.● Test your BOB’s contents by living exclusively off its
items for several days. That will point out to you what items you may want to add to your BOB as
well as those that you can eliminate. It will also afford you the opportunity to hone your survival
skills including setting up camp, hunting, and fishing.● Periodically check your pack to remind
yourself of its contents● Periodically rotate out outdated items such as food or medications●
Stay active to maintain your physical conditioning● Educate yourself on how to use your BOB
items so you can deploy them fast in an emergency. Practice using your items. It’s not the time to
learn how to apply your tourniquet when you’re bleeding out.Three Bags to Help You
SurviveTopics covered in this chapter include:● The concept of having three different BOBs to
cover Short-, Medium-, and Long-Term emergencies● EDC versus Short-Term BOB●
Medium-Term BOB● Long-Term BOBThe Concept Having Three Different BOBsOne popular
approach to BOBs is to build a 72-hour bag. This means that you’ll have a bag that should
sustain you and help you to survive for 72-hours. You can survive longer than 72-hours with that
bag depending upon what items you select to put inside of it.Having a 72-hour BOB is an
important survival tool. Some people store their BOB in their cars. Many others store their BOB
at home or at work, ready for them to take with them in an emergency. It is a bit large to
conveniently bring with you everywhere daily. And it is useful to have extra items beyond what
will fit into a 72-hour BOB if a disaster occurs that will place you without resources for a much
longer period. Shelter items are an example. A simple poncho may be adequate for survival in a
72-hour BOB, but it would be suboptimal if you must be outside in the elements for weeks or
months. It would be better to have a more formal shelter such as a tent in those cases.It is
difficult to assemble a single BOB to cover the spectrum of potential emergencies and disasters.
Any single bag will be a compromise. Exactly what is compromised will depend upon how a
particular person sets up their BOB. Items used to address specific survival categories (e.g.,



water, fire, food, etc) will vary depending upon the expected duration of the emergency or
disaster.The concept of having three BOBs is designed to address preparing for emergencies
and disasters that last varying lengths of time and may cause you to be in different
environments. You must “grab and go” during an emergency. There is no time to modify your
BOB. So, you want to have your BOB set up to work best for you. If you have three different bags
set up and ready to go, then you just must grab the one you want and run out the door.The three
bags are termed Short-, Medium-, and Long-Term BOBs. Here is a brief description of each type
of BOB:EDC versus Short-Term BOB:The Short-Term BOB can be thought of as an “Extended
EDC,” or Extended Everyday Carry bag. It can also be thought of as a Commuter Bag or a Get
Home Bag. Everyone should carry their EDC items with them each day. Although EDC can vary
from person to person, some basic items usually include:● Wallet containing ID, credit or
debit cards, cash, medical and car insurance cards● Folding knife● Compact
flashlight● Cell phone. You can use it to store valuable information including your medical
information (history, medications, allergies), bank and credit account info, investment info, deeds/
titles to property, estate planning info, Social Security card, birth certificate, etc● Keys●
Spare pair of prescription eyeglasses in a hard case● One day supply of your prescription
medications● Possibly a small multi-tool● Possibly a small first-aid kitOne problem is that
some people must wear certain types of clothes (e.g., surgical scrubs) during work hours that
may not permit carrying very much on their person. In those cases, their EDC items may have to
be kept in their office or car. There is still a limitation as to how many items a person can carry on
their person even if they wear clothes with numerous pockets and use their belt to hold other
items.The Short-Term BOB consists of a bag holding items beyond what can usually be carried
on one’s person daily. It contains items to cover short-term emergencies such as a major
interstate accident on the drive home. The Short Term BOB is designed to help you survive the
initial emergency and the ensuing 12-24 hours. Items to consider including in this bag are
described in the chapter, “Short-Term Bag Contents.”Medium-Term BOB:This bag is designed to
help you survive two to seven days. Items to consider including in this bag are described in the
chapter, “Medium-Term Bag Contents.”Long-Term BOB:This bag is configured to aid with
surviving for weeks to months, long after the food and water you carried with you run out. Items
to consider including in this bag are described in the chapter, “Long-Term Bag Contents.”Short-
Term Bag ContentsThis chapter reviews suggestions for items to include in your Short-Term
BOB, which serves as an EDC Extension Bag or Commuter Bag. It is assumed that you already
have your EDC items with you (refer to the preceding chapter for a list), so those items will not
be mentioned as part of your Short-Term BOB. Keep in mind:● The items listed are just
suggestions. You will need to customize your own BOB with items to suit your particular
needs.● Items are listed by their use for particular survival categories.● A detailed
description of the items along with product names as examples, weights, and prices appear in
subsequent chapters organized by survival categories.● This same method is used in the
following chapters to describe item suggestions for your Medium- and Long-Term BOBs.First



Aid Items● Band-aids, 1x3 inches● 2x2” and 4x4” gauze sponge dressings● Non-
adherent dressings● Chest seal● 14 gauge Angiocath™ needle, at least 3 inches length●
3” gauge roll● 1” tape● Steri-Strips™ (made by 3M™)● Safety pins● Non-latex
disposable gloves● Alcohol prep pads● Iodine prep pads● Moleskin● Triple antibiotic
ointment● Antihistamine ointment and tablets● Ibuprofen● Imodium● Tourniquet:
CAT® Tourniquet (one-handed combat application tourniquet)● Large tongue depressors●
Full-size EMT scissorsWater Items● Bottled water● Stainless steel water bottle (1 liter,
single wall, use for boiling and transporting water) or 1-quart military canteen with nested
stainless steel cup (for boiling water) in a canteen pouch● Water filter straw. Get one that
includes an activated carbon filter if you are concerned that the water may have chemicals or
heavy metals.● Chlorine dioxide water purification tabletsFire Items● Bic® lighter●
Stormproof matches● Ferro rod● Cotton balls coated with petroleum jellyFood Items●
Fast, easy to eat items for comfort, not for survivalShelter Items● Compact, emergency
Mylar® blanket● Construction grade plastic garbage bagSleep Items● Mezonn Emergency
Sleep BagHygiene● Toilet paper (with cardboard roll removed, paper flattened)● Soap●
Hand-wipesClothes● Cap or wide brim hat● Lightweight rain jacketTools● Compact multi-
tool● Headlight● Mini-flashlight● Extra pair of large EMT scissors● Optional:
crowbarSurvival Knives● Lightweight fixed blade knifeCordage● Duct or Gorilla® Tape●
Paracord 550, 50 feetNavigation Items● Compass● Maps● Ranger beads● Mini-
binoculars, 8x21. Alternative: monocularCommunication Items● Writing pad (waterproof),
pen● Emergency whistle● Signal mirrorPersonal Protection Items● Lip balm●
Sunglasses● Mask● Leather gloves● Foam earplugs● Sunscreen● Pepper spray●
Your EDC knife and your survival knife● Handgun, spare ammunition (e.g., extra magazines,
speed- or strip-loaders)Medium-Term Bag ContentsThis chapter reviews suggestions for items
to include in your Medium Term BOB. Keep in mind:● The items listed are just suggestions.
You will need to customize your own BOB with items to suit your particular needs.● Items are
listed by their use for particular survival categories.● A detailed description of the items along
with product names as examples, weights, and prices appear in subsequent chapters organized
by survival categories.First Aid Items● Band-aids, 1x3 inches● 2x2” and 4x4” gauze sponge
dressings● Non-adherent dressings● Chest seal● 14 gauge Angiocath™ needle, at least
3 inches length● 2” and 4” gauge rolls● 1” tape● Steri-Strips®● Skin glue● Skin
staple gun● Safety pins● Triangular bandage● Non-latex disposable gloves● Alcohol
prep pads● Iodine prep pads● Moleskin● Triple antibiotic ointment● Antihistamine
ointment and tablets● Ibuprofen● Imodium● Tourniquet: CAT® Tourniquet (one-handed
combat application tourniquet)● Large tongue depressors● Tweezers● Full-size EMT
scissorsWater Items● Bottled water● Stainless steel water bottle (single wall, use for boiling
and transporting water), 1 liter● 1-quart military canteen with nested stainless steel cup (for
boiling water and for cooking food) in a canteen pouch● Water filter straw. Get one that
includes an activated carbon filter if you are concerned that the water may have chemicals or



heavy metals.● Chlorine dioxide water purification tablets● 4-way sillcock key or 10-way
service utility key (to turn industrial water valves without spigot handles)Fire Items● BIC®
lighter● Stormproof matches● Ferro rod● Cotton balls coated with petroleum jellyFood
Items● Fast, easy to eat food items● Freeze-dried food to last several days to a week●
Mini-cook set (for cooking and boiling water)● Eating utensils: Long cooking spoon. Fork●
Sponge for cleaning● Compact stoveShelter Items● Compact, emergency Mylar®
blanket● Construction grade plastic garbage bags● Poncho● TarpSleep Items●
Mezonn Emergency Sleep Bag● Poncho linerHygiene● Toothbrush● Toothpaste●
Dental floss● Razor● Toilet paper (with cardboard roll removed, paper flattened)\●
Soap● Hand-wipes● Nail clipperClothes● Wide brim hat● Lightweight rain jacket or
other location appropriate jacket● Extra socks● Extra underwearTools● Full-size multi-
tool● Headlight● Small flashlight● Extra pair of large EMT scissors● Hatchet●
Compact knife sharpener● Charging cables and adapters for electronics● Extra batteries●
Lithium-ion power bank● Optional: crowbarSurvival Knives● Lightweight fixed blade
knife● Large, strong knife to permit wood splitting, choppingCordage● Duct or Gorilla®
Tape● Paracord 550, 100 feetNavigation Items● Compass● Mini-binoculars, 8x21●
Map● Ranger beadsCommunication Items● Writing pad (waterproof), pen● Emergency
whistle● Signal mirrorPersonal Protection Items● Lip balm● Sunscreen● Sunglasses●
Foam earplugs● Mask● Leather gloves● Insect repellent● Pepper spray● Your EDC
knife and your survival knife● Handgun, spare ammunition, and extra magazines, speed- or
strip-loaders● Optional: Rifle, shotgunLong-Term Bag ContentsYour consumable supplies will
eventually run out no matter how much you carry with you even if you have the luxury of
escaping in your vehicle instead of on foot. You will need a way to procure your vital necessities
and that is one of the critical roles of your Long-Term BOB. Here are examples of managing
issues in some of your survival categories and how that relates to your Long-Term BOB:●
Water: Initially, you can use the water that you carry with you. Water purification tablets will help
for a while, but they will run out. Water filters will last longer and some will last a very long time if
they have filters that can be cleaned in the field. The ability to boil water is critical which means
having the necessary containers and fire-starting tools.● Food: Once the food you bring runs
out, you’ll need the ability to get food on your own. A card with names and illustrations of edible
vegetation in your area is helpful and takes minimal space. It is possible to fashion fishing and
hunting tools by using your survival knife and things found in the wild. But, you’ll greatly benefit
from packing items that help you to fish, trap, and hunt animals.● Fire: Matches and lighters
will eventually run out. It’s handy to have a Fresnel lens, but it requires sunlight. Creating fire by
friction with a friction bow takes time, energy, and skill. Having redundant ferro rods will allow you
to make many fires for a long time.● Shelter: A tarp or tent is very handy to have. But, if the
disaster that befalls you is long term, then you’ll probably need to build a more durable and
larger shelter. That means you’ll need at least some basic tools such as a hatchet or axe, shovel,
and saw. These are items that you can do without in your Short-Term Bag. They would be handy



to have, but you could survive without them in your Medium-Term Bag. You could simply use
your survival knife and things found in the wild to make a long-term shelter, but it would be much
more time-consuming and difficult.This chapter reviews suggestions for items to include in your
Long-Term BOB. Keep in mind:● The items listed are just suggestions. You will need to
customize your own BOB with items to suit your particular needs and to meet your space and
weight limitations.● Items are listed by their use for particular survival categories.● A
detailed description of the items along with product names as examples, weights, and prices
appear in subsequent chapters organized by survival categories.First Aid Items● Band-aids,
1x3 inches● 2x2” and 4x4” gauze sponge dressings● Non-adherent dressings● Chest
seal● 14 gauge Angiocath™ needle, at least 3 inches length● 2”, 3”, 4” gauge rolls● 1”
tape● Steri-Strips®● Skin glue● Skin staple gun● Safety pins● Triangular bandage●
Non-latex disposable gloves● Alcohol prep pads● Iodine prep pads● Moleskin● Triple
antibiotic ointment● Antihistamine ointment and tablets● Ibuprofen● Tourniquet: CAT®
Tourniquet (one-handed combat application tourniquet)● Large tongue depressors●
Tweezers● Full-size EMT scissors● Topical Hemostatic Agents: QuikClot®, Advanced
Clotting Kit● Trauma Wound Dressing with 6” hemorrhage control bandage (Israeli Bandage
Battle Dressing)● Nasopharyngeal airwayWater Items● Plastic garbage bags● Coffee
filters (to filter water)● Stainless steel 1-liter water bottle (single wall, use for boiling and
transporting water) with 750 ml nesting cup● Consider bringing a lightweight, larger, stainless
steel pot to boil larger volumes of water and for cooking● 2-quart military collapsible canteen
in a canteen pouch● Collapsible larger water container (e.g., 5 gals). Lightweight plastic. For
vehicle or base camp.● Water filter straw. Get one that includes an activated carbon filter if you
are concerned that the water may have chemicals or heavy metals.● Chlorine dioxide water
purification tablets● Cilantro seeds to grow plants for their leaves to remove heavy metals
from water● Ion exchange resin device if you are concerned about heavy metals in the area
you are escaping to (e.g., a product such as ZeroWater® Portable Water Filtration Tumbler)●
High volume pump ceramic water filter● 4-way sillcock key or 10-way service utility key (to
turn industrial water valves without spigot handles)● Small plastic funnel to help transfer
boiled water into your water carrying vessels (e.g., canteen or water bottle)Fire Items●
Stormproof matches (2 boxes)● Ferro rods (3)● Fresnel lens● BIC® lighters (4)●
Lightweight tinder sources: Char cloth, cotton balls coated in petroleum jelly, fatwood chips or
sticksFood Items● Fast, easy to eat food items● Freeze-dried food to last a week● Salt●
Olive oil in a small bottle● Compact cook set● 3-quart lightweight stainless steel pot (for
cooking and boiling water)● Eating utensils: Long cooking spoon. Fork, spoon● Sponge for
cleaning● Compact stove● Wire snares for trapping small animals● Plastic Cuban fishing
reel, fishing line, a small container of fishing tackle● Laminated brochure with names and
drawings of edible wild plants in your area● Optional:○ Lightweight cooking grill top○
Fruit and vegetable seeds that will grow in your areaShelter Items● Construction grade plastic
garbage bags● Tarp● Optional: TentSleep Items● Sleeping mat● Sleeping bag●



Compact blanket/tarp● Optional: Bivy bag, hammockHygiene● Toothbrush●
Toothpaste● Dental floss● Razor● Toilet paper (with cardboard roll removed, paper
flattened)● Soap● Wipes-wipes● Nail clipper● Reusable clothsClothes● Wide brim
hat● Jacket● Extra socks● Extra underwear● Extra shirts● Extra pants●
Lightweight waterproof pants● Lightweight poncho● ShemaghTools● Shovel●
Hatchet● Saw● Sewing kit● Charging cables and adapters for electronics● Solar
rechargeable battery pack● Extra batteries● Lithium-ion power bank● Solar Panel● Full-
size multi-tool● Headlight● Small flashlight● Extra pair of large EMT scissors●
Compact knife sharpener● Optional:○ Axe○ Sharpening tool for hatchet and axe○
Shoe GOO® or Barge Cement™○ CrowbarSurvival Knives● Large, strong knife to
permit wood splitting, chopping● Smaller knife for delicate tasksCordage● Paracord 550,
200 feet● Bank line, 100 feet● Fishing line● Duct tape or Gorilla® Tape● Credit card
size instruction cards with knot tying instructionsNavigation Items● Compass (2 compasses
with one as a backup)● Mini-binoculars, 8x21● Maps● Ranger beadsCommunication
Items● Waterproof notebook● Pen● Hand crank emergency radioPersonal Protection
Items● Lip balm● Sunscreen● Sunglasses● Safety goggles● Ballistic eyewear●
Mask● Earplugs● Leather gloves● Insect repellent● Pepper spray● Knife: Your EDC
knife and your survival knife● Handgun, spare ammunition, extra magazines, speed- or strip-
loaders● Rifle, spare ammunition● Optional:○ Trekking poles○ Shotgun, spare
ammunition○ Pellet air gun○ Spare parts and cleaning supplies for your firearms○
Bow, arrowsSelecting A BagThese are the topics covered in this chapter to help you select your
bags:● Type of bags● Materials● Fabric strength● Bag volume or capacity (cubic
inches, liters)● Bag weights versus anticipated emergency or bug out duration● General
features to look for when selecting your BOB● Features desirable in a Long-Term BOB●
How to fit and size a bag to you● Internal versus external frame● The bottom line in
selecting your BOBIt’s wise to carefully select your BOBs for their functionality and comfort.
Consider what you will be carrying in your Short-, Medium-, and Long-Term BOBs when you
choose the actual bags. It is optimal to have three separate bags, one for each of your three
BOBs since each bag will be outfitted with different items and with more items carried in the
longer-term BOBs.Type Of BagsHere are some thoughts about different types of bags and their
use as a BOB:● Duffle: We’ll define these as a bag with handles for carrying. These are not
ideal to use as a BOB because they require at least one hand to carry. That removes one hand
from use for some other purpose. It is also tiring to hand carry a bag for a long time even if one
switches back and forth between the two hands.● Waist pack: A “fanny pack” is a recognizable
example of a waist pack. Although these are available in different sizes, you’ll still be quite limited
in the number of items you can carry. The only place these might play a role as a BOB would be
for your Short Term BOB depending upon how many items you choose to carry in that BOB.●
Messenger bag: This is a briefcase type bag that has a single strap that is placed over one
shoulder for cross-carry. It may have a separate strap that goes around a person’s torso to



provide extra stability to the bag when carried. You’ll be limited to the amount you can carry in
these bags as they tend to be rather small. You could conceivably use one for your Short Term
BOB.● Sling pack: This is a small to medium size backpack with a single arm strap or “sling.”
You will be able to hold more in one of these than a waist pack or a messenger bag. They are not
as stable or comfortable to carry over a long period or during vigorous activity as compared to a
backpack with two shoulder straps. You could use this type of bag for your Short Term BOB.●
Backpack: This is the best and most versatile type of bag to use for your Short-, Medium-, and
Long-Term BOBs. It comes in many sizes and configurations including multiple internal dividers
and external organizing compartments or pouches separate from the main compartment. It can
be equipped with an internal or external frame to aid with carrying larger loads. It has two
shoulder straps at it’s most basic set up. But, it is available with chest and waist straps, which are
particularly helpful when carrying heavier loads. A backpack provides the best stability and
comfort and should be used for all of your BOBs.Types Of MaterialsBackpacks are made
available in a variety of materials including:[4], [5], [6], [7]● Leather: Tanned, genuine leather is
fairly light, dispelling the misconception that leather is heavy. Leather is strong and durable but
requires a conditioner to prevent its eventual drying and cracking. The numerous steps used to
process leather from hide to a usable material are costly making leather products expensive.●
Canvas: Canvas is made of cotton. It is heavy and less abrasion resistant and durable than
nylon. It tears much more easily than nylon when tensile stress is applied to it. Wax is often
applied to its surface to make it water-resistant.● Polyester: Polyester shares similarities to
nylon, but it’s more expensive, absorbs slightly more moisture, is less abrasion resistant, and is
less durable than nylon. Polyester is lightweight and has a smooth feel. It’s more UV resistant
than nylon.● Nylon: Cheap nylon lacks durability, unlike high-quality nylon. Nylons are flexible,
lightweight, strong, abrasion-resistant, resistant to chemicals, absorb little moisture, simple to
clean, do not require any conditioning, and relatively inexpensive compared with other
materials.● Ripstop nylon: Thicker threads are sewn between the nylon threads to resist
ripping when the fabric is punctured. It also offers better water resistance.● Cordura® nylon:
Cordura® is Dupont® premium brand name that is known for durability, strength, and abrasion
resistance. It is made using an especially strong material, nylon 6.6. It does not refer to a specific
fabric.● Kodra®: It is a Korean produced fabric very similar to Cordura®.● Ballistic nylon:
This durable fabric is comprised of high denier (usually 840 to 1680D) nylon in a basket weave. It
is usually heavier, has greater tensile strength and tear resistance than Cordura®.●
Polyurethane (PU) coatings: This is applied to a fabric’s surface for waterproofing. It can be
harmed by exposure to excessive heat and/or moisture, chlorine, salt, and bleach.Fabric
StrengthDenier (D) is often mentioned as a gauge of a fabric’s strength. Denier refers to how
many grams 9,000 meters of thread weighs. For example, 9,000 meters of 1000-D nylon weighs
1000 grams. A higher denier means greater strength, but it is not directly comparable between
different fabrics.[8] 500-D nylon is almost 50% stronger than 600-D 64T polyester/PVC fabric in
tensile stress tests (i.e., stretched until torn). When subjected to 26,500 cycles of wear, 600-D



polyester showed moderate abrasion while both 500-D and 1050-D nylon showed only very
slight abrasion.[9]600-D is strong enough for Your Short Term BOB and should be adequate for
your Medium Term BOB. But, 1050-D is better for your Long Term BOB and even for your
Medium Term BOB.The spacing between stitches affects strength. Stitching refers to the
number of stitches per inch. Less than 6 stitches/inch is too weak especially around areas of
high stress like where shoulder straps join with the body of your backpack. 6-10 stitches/inch is
optimal while more than 10 stitches/inch can be weaker because stitches may overlap and tear
one another during the sewing process.Bag Volume/CapacityThe size of a bag or how much it
holds is often described by its volume, which is measured in cubic inches or liters. The unit of
measure used varies with different literature and manufacturers making comparison shopping
confusing. One liter (L) equals 61.024 cubic inches (ci). I made the conversion table below for
your convenience. You can take a photo of it with your phone to bring with you when you go
shopping for your bag.10 L610 ci20 L1220 ci30 L1830 ci40 L2440 ci50 L3051 ci60 L3610 ci70
L4201 ci80 L4802 ci90 L5402 ci100 L6102 ciHere are some general guidelines for your BOBs:●
Short-Term BOB: 20-30 L● Medium-Term BOB: 35-60 L● Long-Term BOB: Larger than 60
LLarger bags allow you to carry more gear but weigh more than smaller bags. The following
information provides you with an estimate of how a bag’s empty weight correlates with how
much gear it will carry[10]:● 2-3 lb. pack weight = 15-35 pounds of gear● 3-5 lb. pack weight
= 30-50 pounds of gear● 5+ lb. pack weight = 40-70 pounds of gearUltralight bags help to
save weight, but their drawbacks as a survival BOB includes less durability, fewer compartments
and external pouches, and fewer external lashing points.General Features To Look For In
Selecting Your BOB:These are some features that are useful for all of your BOBs:● Waterproof
or, at least, water-resistant● Proper fit to your body size and shape● Numerous pouches
and compartments to aid with organization● Padding (shoulder and waist straps, pack’s back)
that is comfortably firm so it continues to function under prolonged compression● Ventilation
for your shoulder and waist straps and on the pack’s back to promote airflow● External
compression straps to stabilize your bag’s contents and also hold items to the outside of your
pack● External lashing points for larger items like a shovel or axe● MOLLE® attachment
points for external pouches, first aid bag● Possibly a separate compartment to place a
hydration bladder● A carry handle at the top of the bag● High-quality zippers. YKK® brand
is the largest zipper brand and has a good reputation.● Inconspicuous appearance to avoid
attracting attention especially for your Short- and Medium-Term BOBsFeatures Desirable In A
Long-Term BOB:These are some features that are especially useful for your Long-Term BOB:●
Chest and waist straps● Rigid frame (see the section below regarding internal versus external
frames)● Zippered front (preferable) or side opening to allow access to the middle and lower
parts of the main compartment of your BOB without having to search from the top opening● A
rain cover or top storm flap to keep your BOB contents dry● Possibly an external rig to hold a
rifleHow To Fit and Size A BOB To You:A properly fitting bag is important for your comfort and
ability to carry a load for a sustained period. The heavier the load you carry, the more important it



is that most of the weight is borne by the top of your hips and not just on your shoulders. One
rule of thumb is to have 80% of your pack’s weight borne on your hips and 20% over your
shoulders.[11] The length of your BOB needs to be such that the waist belt rests on top of your
hips when the shoulder straps are worn over the shoulders.[12]Start by adjusting your waist belt.
You can find the proper location for your pack’s waist belt to rest by touching the top of your bony
pelvis with your fingers. This is the hard bony area on both sides of your waist about two inches
above your pants beltline. These bony prominences are called your iliac crests. The pads of your
waist belt should sit on top of your iliac crests and around slightly beyond the front of your iliac
crests.You can adjust the waist belt upward or downward by shortening or lengthening the
shoulder straps. The location where your shoulder straps attach to your pack should be about
1.5-2 inches below the top of your shoulder as the waist strap lies on top of your iliac crest when
your pack is the proper length for you.Load-lifter straps go from the front of your shoulder straps
ideally at a 45-degree angle to attach near the top of your pack’s back (above the location where
the shoulder straps attach to your pack). They serve to keep the upper part of your pack toward
your body. This helps to keep your pack’s center of gravity close to your body, in line with your
spine, and over your hips. Tightening them too much will lift the shoulder straps off of the tops of
your shoulders. Adjust them for comfort.The sternum strap joins the two shoulder straps in front
of your chest and should be located about 1 inch below the bottom of your clavicles or
collarbones. Adjust them for comfort. The outside edges of your shoulder straps will pull forward
away from your chest and you might find it difficult to breath if the sternum strap is adjusted too
tightly.If your BOB is too short, then most of the weight will be borne by your shoulders causing
your shoulders to hurt. If your BOB is too long, your BOB will be located too low when the waist
belt rests on your hips; this low bag position will pull you backward.Some backpacks offer an
adjustable length feature whereby the distance between the top of the shoulder straps and waist
belt can be altered. This can either be done by moving a panel containing the shoulder straps up
or down. The panel is connected to the back of the bag by hook and loop material. Another way
the shoulder harness can be moved is by attaching it to different slots on the back of the pack.
Adjustable backpacks offer a great way to customize the fit of your backpack. Their main
drawback is that they are a bit heavier than backpacks without the adjustable feature.[13]You
can adjust your pack’s straps during your trek for comfort. One technique is to loosen your waist
belt while tightening your shoulder straps and periodically reverse the process. You can
periodically tighten and loosen the load-lifter straps. You can place your pack’s center of gravity
closer over your pelvis by leaning slightly forward. Remove your pack whenever you take a break
so you can give your body a rest.[14]Internal Versus External FrameFirst, here are a few words
about frameless packs. These are generally lighter and less expensive than packs with frames.
The main thing is that they are for carrying lighter weights, usually no more than 20-22 pounds.
These are perfect for your Short-Term BOB and most Medium-Term BOBs.Frames are
structures that support your bag and are located either hidden inside your bag (ie, internal
frame) or attached to the outside of your bag (ie, external frame). Some small bags may have an



internal sheet fitted inside a slot in the rear of the bag serving as a “pseudo-frame” to provide
some rigidity to the pack to keep it upright when empty and to protect your back from prominent
items inside your bag. These sheets may be fabricated from foam, plastics, or
composites.Frame stays are technically a type of internal frame and are comprised of pre-
contoured strips of metal (often aluminum) or carbon fiber inserted into vertical slots on the back
wall of your pack. Frame stays provide the following benefits[15]:● They serve as an interface
between the contents of your bag and your back avoiding prominent objects from poking your
back especially if they are combined with a sheet of padding.● Frame stays support the bag to
keep it upright even when empty. This makes it easier to pack and unpack your bag as well as to
find items inside of it.● They maintain your pack’s fit to your body by keeping the distance from
the top of your shoulder straps to your waist belt constant.● They can transfer weight from
your shoulders to an attached waist belt.● They are useful for carrying weights generally up to
30 pounds.Larger bags for carrying heavier loads (e.g., 40 pounds or more) will have formal
frames. Here are some benefits of having a frame[16]:● The frame serves as an interface
between the contents of your bag and your back avoiding prominent objects from poking your
back.● The frame supports the bag to keep it upright even when empty. This makes it easier to
pack and unpack your bag as well as to find items inside of it.● The frame maintains your pack
at a fixed height regardless of the degree to which the pack is filled. This retains the all-important
fitting point, which is the distance from the top of your shoulder straps to your waist belt.● It
provides attachment points for your load-lifter straps.● The frame helps transfer weight from
your shoulders to the waist belt.● A frame permits carrying loads of up to 100 pounds or
moreInternal frames are popular and comprise most of the bags sold with frames. They are
constructed of metal wire or tubes placed inside the back of the pack. These are some
characteristics of internal frames (as compared with external frames):● They tend to fit
better● The center of gravity is located lower and closer to your body making it easier
scramble on uneven terrain● Your load is usually more stable and has less tendency to shift
around especially if you are scrambling off-trail on uneven terrain.● Internal frames are lighter
and more compact than external ones.● There is no exposed frame to snag on vegetation or
other objects.● They are generally hotter since the pack rests directly on your back. There are
exceptions such as packs that use concave frames that create an air space between the pack
and your back, but most are not designed this way.● More of the load is borne by your
shoulders compared with an external frame pack● They are not as good for carrying heavy
loads.● It is more difficult to attach gear to the exterior of the bag.● They are more
expensiveWhile internal frames have been around since 1967, external frames have been
around for much longer. Here are some points to consider regarding external frame packs (as
compared to internal frames):● They are cooler because there is ventilation between the pack
and your body● The center of gravity is higher and further from your body making it more ideal
for long treks on smooth, even trails.● Your load is less stable and there is more tendency for it
to shift from side to side making it more difficult to maintain balance when having to scramble on



uneven terrain.● They are heavier and bulkier than internal frame packs● Exposed frame
can snag on objects● More of your load is borne on your hips making it more comfortable for
carrying heavy loads● Gear can be attached to the frame outside of the bag.● There are
fewer bags on the market to choose from● They are cheaperAuthor’s opinion: I prefer an
external frame because it’s cooler, more weight is borne by your hips so you can comfortably
carry heavier loads, you can lash items to your frame if necessary, and it’s cheaper.The Bottom
Line In Selecting Your BOBI’ll distill what I believe are the key features for you to look for in
selecting your BOB:● Type of bag: Backpack with 2 shoulder straps● Material: Nylon●
Fabric strength: Minimum 600-D nylon. 1000-D (or greater) nylon is better.● Bag volume or
capacity: 20-30 L for Short-Term BOB, 35-60 L for Medium-Term BOB, and 60 L or larger for
Long-Term BOB● General features to look for when selecting your BOB: Refer to the section
above on this topic● Features desirable in a Long-Term BOB: Refer to the section above on
this topic● Make sure that the bag is the right size for you and that it is adjusted properly●
External frame design for your Long-Term BOBI will provide you with some examples of bags for
your Short-, Medium-, and Long-Term BOBs in the next three chapters.Short-Term Bag
ExamplesYour Short-Term BOB is your Get Home Bag, your bag to help you survive 12-24
hours. It does not have to be very large or fancy since it is going to hold the fewest items for the
shortest length of time compared to your Medium and Long Term BOBs. A 20-30 liter bag should
be able to hold all of your items. If you’re on a budget, you can use any backpack you might have
already (e.g., school or work bag) as long as it is durably constructed so it does not fail on you. If
your budget permits, then you can buy a more mission-specific bag that is more durable, has
better shoulder straps, a sufficient number of compartments, etc. Here are some examples of
backpacks in a variety of price points that you can consider for your Short-Term BOB:Item name:
Mardingtop 25L Tactical BackpacksVendor: Mardingtop Outdoor Equipment Co., Ltd on Ebook
Tops.comWebpage URL:Price: $35.99Weight: 1.72 lbSize: 4.87x11.8x17.0 inchesVolume: 25
LMaterial: 600-D Water-resistant PolyesterNumber of external compartments, pouches:
3External compression straps: YesMOLLE® attachment points: YesLoad-lifter straps:
NoSternum strap: YesWaist belt: YesHydration bladder compartment: YesAdjustable length:
NoFrame: NoneAppropriate for which BOBs: Short-TermComments: It has a fairly plain
appearance even though “tactical” is in its name. YKK zippers.Item name: OutdoorMaster 25L
HYDROBACK Hydration BackpackVendor: Outdoor Master on Ebook Tops.comWebpage
URL:Price: $39.99Weight: 1.95 lbSize: 6.5x8.8x17.9 inchesVolume: 25LMaterial: Water-
resistant, anti-rip nylon (denier not listed)Number of external compartments, pouches: 3
compartments, 2 mesh pouchesExternal compression straps: YesMOLLE® attachment points:
NoLoad-lifter straps: NoSternum strap: YesWaist belt: YesHydration bladder compartment:
YesAdjustable length: NoFrame: NoneAppropriate for which BOBs: Short-TermComments:
Includes a 2 L BPA-free water bladderItem name: SOG Ninja DaypackVendor: GlobalEcom on
Ebook Tops.comWebpage URL:Price: $39.99Weight: 2.37 lbSize: 6.1x11.1x17.1 inchesVolume:
24.2 LMaterial: Polyester (denier not listed)Number of external compartments, pouches: 2



compartments, 1 side elastic pouchExternal compression straps: YesMOLLE® attachment
points: NoLoad-lifter straps: NoSternum strap: YesWaist belt: NoHydration bladder
compartment: NoAdjustable length: NoFrame: NoneAppropriate for which BOBs: Short-
TermComments: Manufacturer’s lifetime warranty. From the maker of SOG Knives.Item name:
MOLLE II 3 Day Assault PackVendor: Fort Bragg SurplusWebpage URL:Price: $89.99 used
(Author’s note: It is possible to find used packs for a lower price, but the condition of the used
packs is variable.)Weight: 4 lbSize: 7x12x20 inchesVolume: 30 LMaterial: High-Quality Water
Resistant CanvasNumber of external compartments, pouches: 1 front pouchExternal
compression straps: YesMOLLE® attachment points: NoLoad-lifter straps: NoSternum strap:
YesWaist belt: YesHydration bladder compartment: YesAdjustable length: NoFrame: Yes.
Removable foam and plastic back supportAppropriate for which BOBs: Short-TermComments:
Durable, US military bag. Heavy-duty zippers and buckles.Item name: Falcon-II
BackpackVendor: MaxpeditionWebpage URL:Price: $184.99Weight: 3.2 lbSize: 9x10x18
inchesVolume: 23 LMaterial: 1050-D water and abrasion-resistant lightweight ballistic nylon.
Triple polyurethane coated for water resistanceNumber of external compartments, pouches:
3External compression straps: YesMOLLE® attachment points: YesLoad-lifter straps:
YesSternum strap: YesWaist belt: YesHydration bladder compartment: Yes. Can hold a 3 L water
bladder.Adjustable length: NoFrame: NoneAppropriate for which BOBs: Short-TermComments:
CCW pocket that fits large pistols. Teflon® fabric protector. Self-repairing YKK® zippers. Well
constructed of high-quality materials.Item name: TRIDENT-21 (Gen-3) BackpackVendor:
VanquestWebpage URL:Price: $209.99Weight: 4.10 lbSize: 8x11x18 inchesVolume: 21
LMaterial: 1,000-D Mil-grade Cordura® fabric on the bottom and 500-D for the body treated with
durable water repellant coatingNumber of external compartments, pouches: 3 compartments.
Collapsible water bottle side pouch.External compression straps: YesMOLLE® attachment
points: YesLoad-lifter straps: NoSternum strap: YesWaist belt: Yes. 2 inches.
Removable.Hydration bladder compartment: YesAdjustable length: NoFrame: NoneAppropriate
for which BOBs: Short-TermComments: Total 32 organizing compartments and slots. ITW/
Duraflex™ hardware, and lockable YKK® zippers. Top or left side access to main compartment.
Main compartment has three configurable dividers.Medium-Term Bag ExamplesYour Medium-
Term BOB is configured to help you survive two to seven days. You’ll be best served with a bag
somewhere in between the sizes of your Short and Long-Term BOBs. A bag with a capacity of
35-60 liters should be able to hold all the items you’ll require for medium-term survival. Some
examples of such bags with different price points are shown below:
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Prepper’s Pantry – Bug in and Protect Your Family While Maintaining a Healthy Diet and Strong
Immune System in Any Disaster, A Survival Guide. The Prepper's Pantry: Acquiring, Stockpiling
and Storing Food: Long-Term Storage, and Cooking Life-Saving Supply Food for Self-
Sufficiency ... Recipes) (Self-Sufficient Living Book 3), The Disaster-Ready Home: A Step-by-
Step Emergency Preparedness Manual for Sheltering in Place, Build the Perfect Bug Out Bag:
Your 72-Hour Disaster Survival Kit, Pocket Field Guide: How to Survive Being Stranded in Your
Vehicle: 12 Survival Skills to Keep You and Your Family Alive, Survival Medical Handbook: A
Complete Beginners Guide to Prepare for Any Emergency When You Are Off Grid | Includes
First Aid and Natural Remedies (Self Sufficient Living Book 4), Poor Man's Bug Out, Escape and
Evasion: A Special Forces Guide to Bugging Out in the Apocalypse (ReadyMan Info-comics),
The Prepper's Survival Bible: 10 in 1 | Foods to Stockpile, Security, Shelter, Off-the-Grid Power
and Survival Techniques to Surviving Anywhere, Survival Hacks: Over 200 Ways to Use
Everyday Items for Wilderness Survival, Prepare Your Home for a Sudden Grid-Down Situation:
Take Self-Reliance to the Next Level with Proven Methods and Strategies to Survive a Grid-
Down Crisis ... Modern Family to Prepare for Any Crisis), Survival Medical Handbook
2022-2023: Step-By-Step Guide to be Prepared for Any Emergency When Help is NOT On The
Way With the Most Up To Date Information (Self Sufficient Survival), A Guidebook to Acquiring
Food, Stockpiling, Storing, and Preparing for Survival: Creating Your Own Long-Term Cheap
Storage Pantry & Cooking Lifesaving Supply Food for Self-Sufficiency in an Emergency, The
Bug Out Survival Vest: How to Choose and Outfit a Load-Bearing Ultra-mobile Survival Vest,
SAS Survival Handbook, Third Edition: The Ultimate Guide to Surviving Anywhere



AlbuquerqueOne, “Truly an Encyclopedia. Dr. Yao has done exhaustive research and organized
an amazing amount of information in this book. He explains why you need a bug out bag, the
three types of bags (short, middle, and long term), and the many options you should consider for
each type. As an MD, Yao gives thorough descriptions of many medical items and how they
should be used. Then, he lists many brands you might consider with pros and cons, prices, and
links to websites. Yao even discusses how to use the bags to survive after a disaster. Use this as
a reference book. It's not a story or an essay. It's a book to return to time and again as you
prepare your bug out bags. Even if you want an off-the-shelf bag instead of a custom bag, this
book is a must.”

RA, “EXCELLENT!!! YOU NEED THIS BOOK.. 'Bug Out Bag Encyclopedia' by Joseph Yao M.D.
contains the most extensive research I've seen covering every aspect of surviving a crisis. The
detail and depth of information he has provided can help anyone be better prepared for a crises
event. He thoroughly explains the purpose for having three types of BOB's ready for three
different crises timeframes. He not only provides information for you to consider what to place in
each bag, he also explains why. His book does everything for you except pick out the items and
place them in your BOB'S. Since I own a copy of the 'Bug Out Bag Encyclopedia', my last
thought is... "If I don't use it to get better prepared for a crises, It's nobody's fault but mine." All
the information needed is in the book. Purchase a copy, then read it and apply it. You'll be glad
that you did.”

Robert Hiler, “THE ONE survival book. This a complete and unique approach to bugging out and
GHBs. As a former .mil survival instructor and EMT, I could loose the other 100+ books I have
and just recommend this one to my current TRIBE and students. The Dr's approach to field
medicine was the most straightforward I've seen. BRAVO! Read it and apply it to YOU.
Remember people -a fundamental to survival is adaptability.”

aj, “Very informative. Best book I’ve read to help prepare for any type of emergency or disaster.
It is well written, very informative and comprehensive. Good explanations of recommendations,
how to use, as well as links to where to purchase items of different cost levels and quality. Would
be good for any household no matter where you live as this covers different scenarios, weather,
terrain, conditions, and even includes pet considerations. Excellent for putting together first aid
kits as well as considerations when backpacking or traveling. Well researched. Would highly
recommend.”

Ebook Tops Costumer, “BUG OUT BAG ENCYCLOPEDIA: A Bible for Survival. BUG OUT BAG
ENCYCLOPEDIA is the bible for survival hands down. The book cover topics for survival
including everything from food, shelter, personal protection, first aid, and lastly but equally



important, how to protect your pet for an emergency. Even though his book is lengthy, it is made
to be more of a reference book so you can read about your interests at the moment. It is chock
full of important and practical information for surviving any emergency.”

Randel M., “The best BOB book you’ll own!!. This book is amazing!! It is a masterpiece of how to
be prepared in every way and everyday. The attention to detail is incredible, yet logistical in
approach and comprehension. Dr. Yao has obviously done his research and painstakingly taken
the time to share the information for the betterment of all of us. For yourself and your family, this
is a must have book for your future survival and security.”

Joyce Alley, “This is pertinent no matter where you live!. This book is extremely well written and
easy to follow. No matter where you live there is the potential for an emergency and this book
gives you suggestions about what you should have in order to be prepared. The information is
there for you to find in a very organized way and then you can customize what parts you need
based on your circumstances.  Everyone should read this!”

The book by Joseph Yao has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 43 people have provided feedback.
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